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 “I rise in defense of the lady. She showers frequently. I know, because I watch her” 

(Cogan, pg. 6). After stumbling upon this quote, I expected retribution right after; however, the 

masculine comedy that throws coal to the fire of patriarchy did not stop there. This excerpt is 

from Charlie Cogan’s second draft of Mulcahy’s War in which this female character depicted in 

the quote as “lady” is referred to in the manuscript as “Hotlips”. I thought that my 

astonishment would have ceased at this quote, as it started when I read the cast list and saw 

Hotlips for the first time. However, after reading this particular screenplay many times, and 

reading Cogan’s other revisions as well, my astonishment continued to grow. This manuscript 

was written in 1976, a time in literature when female representation was becoming somewhat 

normalized and welcomed. However, the dominant male patriarchy was in its peak, giving rise 

to the feminist movement that is still in its prime today. With the ever-prominent patriarchy, 

female representation was after skewed in the late twentieth century towards the male gaze – 

Hot Lips being a perfect example. Mulcahy’s War clearly defines its own masculinity throughout 

the manuscript, while defacing femininity through its characters, dialogue, and overall tone. 



 

Second Draft of M*A*S*H by Charlie Cogan 

 The quote I mentioned previously is what really began my deep dive into the ideas of 

gender within Cogan’s writing. Obviously, there is a large male cast, with two supporting female 

roles – Klinger and Hotlips. Thankfully, the character Hotlips is actually named Major Margaret 

Hoolihan, only referred to as by other characters. Charlie Cogan purposefully wrote in his own 

copies of his screenplay that his character Margaret is tagged as Hotlips. This is quite a central 

theme throughout Cogan’s writing. He often focuses on the physical appearances of his female 

cast. In the same piece, Mulcahy’s War, his other female character Klinger talks about the man 

who shot himself in the foot to be discharged and talks about if she’d do it or not: “Not me. It’d 



ruin a perfectly good pair of nylons” (Cogan pg. 22). Klinger is a strong somewhat sarcastic 

character – this superficial line about her clothing completely throws her character 

development out the window. This is the age-old stereotype that women only care about how 

they look and how they can please men. A stereotype that disregards the personality and 

beautiful qualities of humans and instead relies on superficial ideas. In creating these odd 

moments that deter from the personalities of the characters, Cogan has created meaningless 

plots of character development that demean woman everywhere.  

 

    Frank and Margaret (Hotlips) Pilot, M*A*S*H 

 As I stated in my first couple of sentences, I wanted Hotlips, or more preferably, 

Margaret to defend herself more from the disgusting comments of her male peers. In Cogan’s 

second draft, there was no input from Margaret, and I assume she just internalized the blatant, 

inappropriate behavior. However, in Cogan’s revised final, he wrote in responses from 

Margaret, “HODKEY: You got more germs than that dog that dog, Nurse. 

HOTLIPS: I beg your pardon. 

HAWKEYE: I rise in defense of the lady. She showers frequently. I know, because I watch her. 



HOTLIPS: Pervert” (Cogan pg. 6 and 7). The exchange is very short, and this is in the final revised 

version of the screenplay. Therefore, I believe that Cogan was pressured to make this decision, 

especially considering he tagged Margaret as Hotlips in his screenplay. Cogan is simply adding 

to the problem facing a lot of women in his time and even now. He created female 

representation but made them inferior to his male characters, blatantly degraded them, and 

created a disconnect with their character development. 

 This type of stereotypical writing has been within common literature and media for 

years. In the beginning of my semester, I read Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens, where these 

same stereotypes Charlie Cogan uses to create his female characters. The helplessness of Nany 

in Oliver Twist mirrors the inferiority of Margaret to her male counterparts. The beginning of 

Cogan’s Mulcahy’s War best illustrates the complex of Margaret and her Surgeon Frank: 

“HOTLIPS: (handing him a suture) Frank, as long as we have to work together, I don’t see why 

we can’t be friends. 

FRANK: Friends?? Don’t mention the word ‘friend’ to me, you . . . you nurse! Scissors!” (Cogan 

pg. 1). This entire point is truly unneeded, I feel. This is not how Frank acts normally, he’s quite 

blunt and plain; however, the intense emotion could be a symbol of his feelings for Margaret – 

that’s what I thought at first. Looking deeper into it, it seems more like misuse of power and 

authority – it seems like something Margaret is not only used to but almost expecting it. In 

addition, Cogan fell victim in writing the extremely useless stereotype of over emotional 

woman. Right after the exchange between Margaret and Frank that I wrote about, Margaret 

then proceeds to give Frank the scissors (clamp/scalpel depending on addition) and cutting his 

glove in the process out of anger and frustration. I can’t blame her, but obviously Cogan is 



writing out of purpose and comedy. A lot of male comedy relies on angry, abusive women 

acting out of emotion like old black and white slapstick.  

  The seventies are not an excuse for sexism. MASH takes the setting of military 

emergency care units and creates interesting plots with problematic characters. Cogan a 

screenplay full of male comedy and privilege, writing in females without power but with 

annoying stereotypes. From clear derogatory names to dialogue that is painfully prejudice, 

Mulcahy’s War relies on male comedy and a masculine tone to bring about entertainment to its 

audience.  
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